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PREFATORY NOTE

This circular is being published in accord with the policy

of the Bureau of Educational Research of issuing occasional

publications prepared by persons who are not members of

its staff. The author, Professor Aretas W. Nolan, of the

Department of Agricultural Education of the University of

Illinois, has for a number of years been an interested stu-

dent of problems of college teaching. Because of the in-

creasing manifestation of interest in this field, the publica-

tion of such a study as is described in the following pages

seems particularly appropriate at this time. Full credit for

this circular should go to Professor Nolan, since the part

of the Bureau of Educational Research has been limited to

editing and publishing.

C. W. Odell
Assistant Director

Bureau of Educational Research

February 12, 1929



TECHNIQUES USED IN DEALING WITH CERTAIN
PROBLEMS OF COLLEGE TEACHING

INTRODUCTION
Purpose. The purpose of this circular is to describe a study of the

techniques and comments of a group of college instructors on certain

problems of method in classroom instruction. The writer in this study

attempted to make a problem or difficulty analysis of the classroom in-

struction of a large number of staff members selected at random from
all the colleges at the University of Illinois, and to find out from them
the techniques used in solving their problems. For example, we find

that the problem of interest confronts most of those engaged in teach-

ing. By determining how a number of instructors solve this particular

problem, and by pooling their methods, we should have contributions

valuable to college instructors in general.

Plan of study. With a view to determining what are the most
common teaching problems of college instructors, the writer held per-

sonal interviews with about twenty-five members of the teaching staff

of the University of Illinois. At each interview, the instructor stated

a few of his major problems in classroom instruction. These were
noted and recorded. From the materials gained in the interviews, and
from introspection by the writer, the problems were combined and
classified into thirteen major problems as follows:

I. Learning to know students

II. Apportioning time to subject-matter to be taught

III. Making daily preparation

IV. Handling classroom discussion

V. Stimulating students to think

VI. Securing interest

VII. Testing and marking
VIII. Securing consistent work
IX. Making the assignment

X. Stimulating students to use the material learned

XL Memorization

XII. Inspiring students to desire knowledge and power in the

subject-matter rather than mere credit and high marks
XIII. Training students in personal and social effectiveness

These problems were then arranged in questionnaire form. Under
each problem a list of instructional techniques recommended for its

solution was set down. The questionnaire was taken personally to one
hundred college instructors, who were asked to check such techniques

as they used in the solution of each problem, mention other methods,
and make comments on the problems. Eighty of the instructors re-
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turned the questionnaire. Two refused to consider the study, saying

that there is "nothing to educational methods in college teaching."

Techniques and comments. The following pages present the tech-

niques used by eighty college instructors in solving problems in class-

room instruction, and comments made by the instructors on the prob-

lems. The numbers in parentheses indicate the frequencies of the

checkings or of suggestions on the techniques, and the frequencies of

the comments on the problems submitted.
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PROBLEM I. LEARNING TO KNOW STUDENTS

Techniques

A. Learning Students' Names

1. Arrange students in alphabetical order. (51)

2. Assign seats according to a diagram on which students' names are

arranged. (40)

3. Arrange for personal conferences in office or laboratory. (39)

4. Have frequent quizzes. (16)

5. Learn to know students' names by grading and returning papers.

(ii)

6. Associate faces and names while students are giving brief oral re-

ports. (10)

7. Take picture of class in order to get faces and names associated.

(i)

B. Learning to Know Students Personally

1. Invite students to personal conferences on their problems, difficul-

ties, plans, and ideals. (22)

2. Associate students' names and interests with places from which they

came. (20)

3. Use every opportunity to meet students out of class hours in their

own activities. (10)

4. Have students give data about themselves on cards to be filed for

reference. (4)

Comments

1. It is impossible to know students in large lecture sections. (54)

2. It is highly important to learn the names and personalities of stu-

dents. (40)

3. It is easy to learn to know the poor students and the bright students.

(29)

4. There are always a few outstanding students whom the instructor

learns to know early in the term. (20)
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PROBLEM II. APPORTIONING TIME TO SUBJECT-MATTER
TO BE TAUGHT

Techniques

A. Material for the Class Period

1. Outline points for quiz sections and estimate the proper amount of

time to allot to each topic. (30)

2. Outline subject-matter for each recitation. Have a lesson plan.

(26)

3. Keep time records for help in next approach to same material. (18)

4. "Fit and try" until the pace of the class and teacher is learned. (6)

5. Write out questions for quizzes and also the proper answers as a

guide to apportioning time. (2)

B. Material for the Term

1. Estimate the fundamentals and the approximate time necessary for

their mastery. (17)

2. Adapt the progress to the average student. (10)

3. Map out course in permanent notebook, outlining details under each

main topic, and allowing space to add new material during the

term. File notes and materials found during the year under

these headings. Organize this material before each period.

Gradually build up the course. (6)

4. Keep time check on all subject-matter. (3)

Comments

1. Each class is a problem in itself when apportionment of time to

material is concerned. (60)

2. Assigned readings in texts or references on material easily compre-

hended by the average student should not take up much of the

recitation period. (35)
3. Organization of subject-matter is the most important factor in good

teaching. Upon this depends a successful presentation. (20)

4. Experience and knowledge of subject-matter are two essentials in

working out this problem. (18)

5. Lectures and laboratory exercises are usually too long for the time

alloted to the work. (5)
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PROBLEM III. MAKING DAILY PREPARATION

Techniques

1. Go over the material in all texts, outlines, and notes on the subject-

matter unit to be presented, and organize it for the special class

involved. (70)

2. Get lesson plan well in mind in order to be as free from texts or

notes as possible. (32)

3. Think through the points to be used in the class period, without

reference to outlines or books. (16)

4. Plan the method of presentation as carefully as the organization of

subject-matter. (10)

5. Use outlines of previous years, adding new material to bring it

up-to-date. (6)

Comments

1. Best success in teaching comes from spending at least an hour each

day in preparation for the class period. ( 14)

2. The class period is the testing time of the teacher's skill in his pro-

fession. (12)

3. Where there is no learning there is no teaching. (4)
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PROBLEM IV. HANDLING CLASSROOM DISCUSSION

Techniques

1. Guide the discussion only, encouraging the students to discuss

topics. (42)

2. Encourage students to ask questions and to answer each others'

questions during discussion periods. (40)

3. Set up questions for discussion and pass them around to a large

number of students. (30)

4. Bring in problems and inquiries from life situations. (25)

5. Have outline for discussion. (19)

6. Assign specific questions in advance to be used as basis of dis-

cussion. (15)

7

.

Make occasional use of the method of getting one student to answer

a question, and then, by nursing him along, lead him to take a

certain position. Then leave him as though the question were

completely answered, and turn to another student, asking him

questions leading to an opposite position. Then ask the first

student what he has to say about the matter. (10)

Comments

1. Handling discussion is one of the most important problems in col-

lege teaching as well as the most difficult one. (30)

2. In large sections it is not best to encourage questions and discussion,

especially during a lecture. (12)

3. Questions in discussion should be reduced to the "pro and con"

basis. (2)
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PROBLEM V. STIMULATING STUDENTS TO THINK

Techniques

1. Ask questions that cannot be answered without thought. (70)

2. Urge students continually to ask themselves "Why?" for every fact

presented to them. (52)

3. Try to get students to forget about grades and marks, and convince

them that the subject is worth thinking about. (50)

4. Try to interest students by any legitimate method, so that their

minds may be set to working. (37)

5. Set up a real live problem for students to think about. (30)

Comments

1. Proper physical conditions in the classroom are favorable to think-

ing. (25)

2. "Hard boiled" attitudes on the part of the teacher inhibit successful

thinking on the part of students. (7)

3. If students do not think or learn to think, it is largely the teacher's

fault. (4)

4. This is a most difficult problem. A large per cent of our students

never will think until they are out of college. The scholarship

records will verify this assertion. (3)
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PROBLEM VI. SECURING INTEREST

Techniques

1. Present the subject with enthusiasm and in a proper logical manner.

(70)

2. Show the practical value of the subject—be a good salesman. (66)

3. Manifest keen interest in the subject. (53)

4. Make assignments that stimulate a desire to follow up. (42)

5. See that the "stage is set" in proper readiness for the course and

the class exercises. (40)

6. Use the discussion method; provide student activity. (29)

7. Establish personal contact with each student. (12)

8. Maintain good classroom discipline. (6)

Comments

1. At the beginning and throughout the course, interest is aroused and

maintained by bringing students into contact with practical

values to be derived from the course in college and in life. (50)

2. The practice of giving formal lectures is becoming more and more
unsatisfactory. (20)

3. There are a few students whom it is very difficult to interest in any-

thing except "getting by." (5)

4. The responsibility for interest should be the students', rather than

the instructor's. (2)
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PROBLEM VII. TESTING AND MARKING

Techniques

1. Base marks upon frequent ten-minute quizzes, a few hour examina-

tions, and the final examination. (52)

2. Weight questions in the examination with numerical values as an

aid in estimating-

final marks. (50)

3. Base marks largely upon personal opinion and daily class work.

(20)

4. Use notebooks and laboratory notes as a basis for marking wherever

possible. (15)

5. Outline several factors that determine final estimates of marks and

let the students know what these factors are. (12)

6. Read all the answers to a single question when marking quiz papers.

(ii)

7. Use the "new examination" type frequently. (6)

Comments

1. No uniform basis for marking students is practical, other than the

instructor's general estimate upon values as he decides to deter-

mine them. (20)

2. The proper perspective with regard to marks can never be secured

under a letter or percentage system. The "pass" and "not pass"

with "honor grades" recorded in the registrar's office, is the best

system of markings to use. (3)
3. Why should students fail? The instructor should see to it that the

zvork is done, and that the students get what is expected. (2)
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PROBLEM VIII. SECURING CONSISTENT WORK
Techniques

1. Hold private conferences with students who do not do consistent

and satisfactory work. If the class as a whole does not do con-

sistent and satisfactory work, look for faults in the instruction.

(62)
2. Work consistently, maintain interest, apply constant and steady

pressure, vary the methods, and make the requirements clear

and definite but not too burdensome. (50)

3. Employ frequent unannounced ten-minute quizzes. (31)

4. Provide delinquent student committee to help students who slump.

(27)

5. Suggest improvements and compliment work well done in the form
of notations on students' written work. (22)

6. Tell the students what points in the course are to be especially

stressed. (20)

Comments

1. This is one of the most difficult problems, and there seems to be

no sure solution for it. (42)

2. If the teacher is absorbed in his subject, and the presentation is'

logical, the student will begin to realize that he cannot leave

out parts and get the course. (39)

3. Students cannot always be "in form"; some are naturally consist-

ent while others cannot attain consistence in their work. (6)
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PROBLEM IX. MAKING THE ASSIGNMENT

Techniques

1. Make all assignments clear and definite. (72)

2. Give assignments relating to lectures, references and textbooks, or

to the students' own thinking and observations. (60)

3. Refer to exact chapters and pages in texts or references. (41)

4. Write assignments on the blackboard, or place in syllabus form in

addition to oral assignments given. (37)

5. Make assignments at the beginning of the class period, or during

the exercise, if the assigned work logically develops through

the work of the hour. (36)

6. Make some assignments a matter of term or semester concern.

Provide syllabi that contain such major interests as make up

the main features of the course, as references, special papers,

reports, observations, and questions. (4)

Comments

1. The average student in the average class, in one hour of conscien-

tious study, can prepare a standard assignment. (36)

2. Long paper assignments in most cases are practically worthless,

they take up a large amount of the students' time, which might
be utilized to better advantage, and they require an enormous
amount of the instructor's time in looking them over, if he

does so. (10)
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PROBLEM X. STIMULATING STUDENTS TO USE THE
MATERIAL LEARNED

Techniques

1. Give frequent opportunity for oral discussion, public speaking,

written reports, and other forms of expression, giving students

practice in using information already learned. (52)
2. Work out problems connected with students' future vocational

plans. (41)

3. Set problems of sufficient difficulty to involve reflective thinking,

rather than those requiring many hours of routine labor. (40)
4. Suggest to students that they seek opportunity to apply their in-

formation wherever feasible while at home during holidays.

(26)

5. Use actual life-work material wherever possible in the subject-

matter studied. (15)

6. Provide laboratory work showing the practical application of things

learned in classroom and library. (13)

Comments

1. While in the main most college students will have to wait until

they begin their life work to make proper use of materials

learned, much use can be made of what they learn through

various forms of expression, such as oral speech, written re-

ports, construction work done, etc. (50)

2. If the proper inspiration is given along with the information taught,

and if the information is authentic, practical and worth while,

the students will make use of the materials learned as the op-

portunities arise. (20)

3. This is no concern of ours. The matter of application is determined

by experience after graduation from college. (8)
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PROBLEM XI. MEMORIZATION

Techniques

1. Drill on important points. Come back again and again to these

points from different angles. (59)

2. Place the emphasis upon principles rather than upon memorization

of details. Try to arrive at the principles by logical processes.

It is necessary, however, for students to memorize certain

things in order to apply the principles. (52)

3. Stimulate interest as an aid to memory. (41)

4. Make a flat requirement for memorizing certain features of the

textbook used. (15)

5. Impress upon the mind of the students the things to be memorized.

(12)

6. Impress upon the students that there are certain things that must be

known—memorized. Show how they may learn these things

often by the law of association. (5)

7. Use classified outlines as aids to memory. (4)

Comments

1. The less memory work the better. Learn more principles. (42)

2. Memory work should be avoided as much as possible. Have very

little memory wrork. (40)

3. Memorization is acquired by proper habits of study. (20)

4. A good portion of education is remembering. (12)

5. Most students seem to have a horror of memorizing anything.

There are certain facts, definitions, rules, and principles, that

must be memorized before the student can apply them to actual

practice. (10)
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PROBLEM XII. INSPIRING STUDENTS TO DESIRE KNOWLEDGE
AND POWER IN THE SUBJECT-MATTER RATHER THAN

MERE CREDIT AND HIGH MARKS
Techniques

1. Keep knowledge and power in the subject uppermost so that these

values will assume first place. Seldom tell a student he will

fail if he does not do "so and so." (47)

2. Know the subject thoroughly yourself. Establish personal rela-

tions with your students. Do not talk over their heads. En-
courage outside reading. Answer questions of students after

class. (33)

3. Give students a glimpse of the real joy of knowing. (30)

4. Try to work up interest and enthusiasm on the part of the students

by reminding them of the value of a thorough knowledge of

the subject. (14)

5. Get real problems before the students, and keep them there ; base

grades upon knowledge and power in the subject. (13)

6. Tell the students to forget about marks and credits. Challenge

them to enter with you into a common study of the problems

before you, so that all may come out of the course with knowl-

edge and power, in which case grades and credits will take care

of themselves. (12)

7. Occasionally call in successful men from outside to give talks to

the class. (10)

Comments

1. In elective courses, most students desire more than a mark and

credit. In required courses many are satisfied with credit

merely. (22)

2. Inspiration in students or a desire for knowledge and power in a

subject arises chiefly from a desire on the part of the instructor

for more knowledge and power in the subject he is teaching,

and a desire upon his part to impart knowledge to the students.

These are fundamentals, without which teaching is a waste

of time. (21)

3. With this desire, the student will learn "by main strength and

awkwardness" ; without it he will not learn much. (20)

4. The personality of the teacher, his enthusiasm, sincerity, experi-

ence, and humaneness, is a potent factor. (12)

5. The student must have respect for the course. (10)

6. Overloading a course is sometimes the cause of its being repellent:

to students. (8)
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PROBLEM XIII. TRAINING STUDENTS IN PERSONAL AND
SOCIAL EFFECTIVENESS

Techniques

1. Set an example of effective qualities in personal control and re-

lationship to the class as a social group. Example is a strong

factor in developing these qualities in students. (25)

2. Teach students the proper methods of study; give suggestions on

the preparation and organization of the materials of their

assignments. (15)

3. Advise students as to their responsibility in living effective personal

and social lives. Call attention to men and women of state and
national fame who have won their standing through personal

and social effectiveness. (12)

4. Insist upon proper forms in written and oral work. Demand that

students speak clearly, correctly, and positively in discussions.

Ask students occasionally to come to the front, face the class

and present their discussion. (10)

5. Encourage and aid extra-curricular activities that give opportunity

for personal and social development. (7)

6. Give opportunity for students to demonstrate or present the re-

sults of their study and investigation. (6)

7. Provide for the socialized recitation. (5)

8. Try to teach clear thinking and accuracy of ideas. (3)

Comments

1. Some students are naturally weak and backward in these elements,

partly because of a timidity which it is the business of the

teacher to help overcome. (15)

2. This problem means ability on the part of students to express

themselves effectively and to "get into the game" with the

group as efficient social participants. (10)

3. This is one of the most important problems in college teaching,

and requires years of experience before it can be successfullv

handled. (6)

4. This problem is a personal one between the instructor and the

student, and could better be taken care of outside the class-

room. (3)



GENERAL COMMENTS ON DATA FROM INTERVIEWS AND
QUESTIONNAIRES RELATING TO THE THIRTEEN

MAJOR PROBLEMS OF COLLEGE TEACHING

PROBLEM I.

LEARNING TO KNOW THE STUDENTS
Arranging students in alphabetical order in learning to know names

seems to be the most satisfactory method used by college instructors.

A few look upon a class as a group, not as individuals. In smaller

sections the attitude of the instructors is to favor the establishment

of a relationship of personal acquaintance. It is believed that better

instruction will take place when faculty and students are acquainted.

With some, it is a practice in college classes to ask the students to

write down some personal statements about their lives and purposes,

in order that the instructor may have further knowledge of his stu-

dents.

PROBLEM II.

APPORTIONING TIME TO MATERIAL
Having a time schedule of the main topics, based upon the experi-

ence of previous semesters for each class, is a common method of

solving one phase of this problem. Assignments are made upon the

basis of "C" students. "Avoid lengthy discussions of unimportant

points" was frequently advised. Prohibiting poorly prepared students

from wasting the time of a recitation in "bluffing" was often men-
tioned. Other statements commonly made by the college instructors

in interviews are as follows:

"Keep the oral and written work well balanced."

"Anticipate the difficult and important points and cover them.''

"It is not often necessary merely to 'rehash' the text, since college students

should understand it ; the better plan is to supplement and interpret."

"Always have plenty of material in a lesson plan."

PROBLEM III.

MAKING DAILY PREPARATION
Most of the instructors stated that they make careful daily prep-

aration for the class recitations. Usually this consists in reviewing the

material to be given and organizing it to apply to the class involved.

Many advised making new outlines each year rather than trying to use

the old ones, even though new material may be added. Some instruc-

tors stated that they know their subject-matter thoroughly, and there-

fore need no outlines or preparations. All seemed to agree that thor-

18
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ough knowledge, and as much freedom from notes and books in class

as is possible, are highly desirable. Several instructors work out a

list of pivotal thought questions in advance for the class discussion.

PROBLEM IV.

HANDLING CLASSROOM DISCUSSION
Many instructors admitted weakness in facing this problem. It

is a difficult problem to stimulate and direct class discussion success-

fully, The easiest way out for the average instructor is to lecture.

Encouraging the students to ask questions was recommended by many.
Some advised having students criticize each others' answers and

papers. There seems to be a lack of understanding and appreciation

of the socialized type of recitation in college classes. The high point

in problem teaching is seen in the leading of class discussion.

PROBLEM V.

STIMULATING STUDENTS TO THINK
Fifteen of the instructors made the bald statement that it is impos-

sible to get the students to think. Three-fourths of the instructors said

this was their greatest problem. A large number urge the students to

ask themselves the question "Why?" for every fact presented. Prob-

lems are set requiring reflective thinking. A common method is to

stir up opposition by taking a view certain to antagonize the students'

pre-conceived ideas and thus stimulate thinking. Requiring students

to analyze and interpret the meanings of printed matter before them is

frequently used. "Leading" questions have been used by some to good
advantage. Thinking is stimulated by requiring the students to apply

text-book material to concrete situations. Students should under-

stand that quality of thinking is a factor in determining their marks.

PROBLEM VI.

SECURING INTEREST
One of the well-known university professors laughed at this prob-

lem. He severely criticized every method. Poor discipline in his

classes, however, seems to indicate that he has much to learn on the

problem of interest. The following remarks relating to this problem
were common among the instructors visited:

"Keep the class interested in the present, and the future will take care of
itself."

"Show bearing of the subject to human progress and life interests."

"Locate the students' interest and build upon that."

"Use humor and dramatic methods."
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"Be constantly alert to use all your resourcefulness and personality."

"Be enthusiastically interested in the subject yourself."

"Arouse and keep alive a 'feeling of need' for the abilities and skills which
the course is to develop."

"Stimulate interesting thinking rather than require too much fact memori-
zation."

"Create and maintain suspense wherever possible."

PROBLEM VII.

TESTING AND MARKING
Large emphasis in testing and marking students is placed upon fre-

quent short written quizzes. Many find it impractical to base judg-

ments on oral quizzes. About one- fourth of the instructors place

great reliance upon personal opinion and subjective impressions in de-

termining the marks of students. More emphasis is being placed upon
outside papers, term themes, outside readings and written quizzes.

College instructors give conscientious and thorough study to the prob-

lem of testing and marking students according to the word of the

men themselves. "Observe closely the contributions of individual

pupils in daily class discussions as a basis for marking," was frequent-

ly advised.

PROBLEM VIII.

SECURING CONSISTENT WORK
It is interesting to note that sixty-two instructors were ready to

admit that if the class as a group does not seem to be getting the work
the fault may lie with the instructor himself. Many suggested inform-

ing the students of their standing every three or four weeks as a

means of securing consistent work. Successful use has been made of

study outlines in guiding the students' reading and thinking. Confer-

ences when students begin to slump were frequently mentioned as a

helpful device. Ten-minute quizzes are common among the instruc-

tors. Frequently calling upon students who are falling behind will

often bring them up to consistent work. To treat a student's honest

answers with courtesy is to encourage good work.

PROBLEM IX.

MAKING THE ASSIGNMENT
All instructors agreed that the assignment should be clear, definite,

and strictly adhered to. A calendar of permanent or extended assign-

ments is recommended in many courses. The general notion that an

assignment should provide for two hours of study seems to prevail,

but it is very doubtful whether any great number of students use
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that amount of time in the preparation of assignments. A few instruc-

tors seem to take delight in long and even unfair assignments, but

such teachers have no sympathy with educational methods. It is well

to make use of interests outside the course—things in which the class

is already interested.

PROBLEM X.

STIMULATING STUDENTS TO USE THE MATERIAL LEARNED
Frequent opportunity for oral discussion is a favorite method used

for getting students to make use of material learned. Eleven instruc-

tors said it was no concern of theirs to get students to apply materials

learned. The laboratory and problem methods afford opportunity for

meeting this problem successfully. A common method reported is the

use of thought problems involving facts and principles learned.

Wherever possible, knowledge should be related to actual human ex-

periences and difficulties.

PROBLEM XI.

MEMORIZATION
Instructors seem to have wide differences of practice and opin-

ion on this problem. It is significant that over one-half of those

reporting said that they avoid memory work as much as possible. It

should be noted, however, that before one can reason effectively, he

must be in possession of ideas and facts held in the memory. Many
believed that "rote memorization" should be replaced with interesting

thinking.

Throughout these conferences and reports, a number of references

were made to habits of study and learning, such as habits of prompt-

ness, proper study, neatness and good form, habits of thinking, and

the general value of habit formation in all learning processes. There
seems to be little conscious effort among the instructors to make use

of many habit-forming devices in their methods. It seems unfortunate

that memorization is considered of minor value by many of the staff.

PROBLEM XII.

INSPIRING STUDENTS TO DESIRE KNOWLEDGE
Establishing personal relations with students and giving individual

attention is recommended as an effective method in meeting this prob-

lem. Emphasizing learning and power above marks and credits, and
making learning and knowledge interesting and attractive, will have

much to do with inspiring such ideals in the minds of students.

This problem strikes at the heart and core of the whole matter of

teaching, for where there is no learning, no knowledge gained, no
power acquired, there has been no teaching.
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PROBLEM XIII.

TRAINING THE STUDENT IN SOCIAL AND PERSONAL
EFFECTIVENESS

The aim in the solution of this problem is to give the student ability

to express himself effectively and to "get into the game" with the

group as an efficient social participant. All the successful methods
used in the problems stated above contribute to the personal and social

effectiveness of the student. The example of the instructor as an

effective personality is a factor here. One instructor failed to see an

intelligent idea in the problem or in the methods suggested. He proba-

bly considers the student a necessary evil in his college work.

Variously expressed in reports of several members of the staff are

the values of careful preparation on the part of the student, thorough

knowledge, and systematic organization of his work as factors in

personal and social effectiveness.

A few instructors make use of advice to students in such training.

Attention is called to men of state and national fame who have won
their standing through personal and social effectiveness.

A number of the staff believe that college activities both within

and without the class, related of course to the work in hand, afford

excellent opportunity for solving this problem.

Many of the staff in reporting upon this question expressed their

belief that it is a very important problem in college teaching, and

several of the younger men felt that they need more years of experi-

ence before they will know how to face the problem successfully.



SOME GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND REFLECTIONS

1. For the most part, the instructors manifested a genuine interest

in the study. The tendency of faculty members is to stress the impor-

tance of research over teaching. Staff members in the Colleges of

Education and Agriculture were more sympathetic toward a study of

the problems of method than were those of other colleges of the Uni-

versity.

2. A few of the instructors believe that if one knows his subject

he does not need to be concerned with the problem of method in teach-

ing. This point of view was expressed most frequently among the

younger and less experienced members of the faculty.

3. Instructors did not add many points of technique to the lists

submitted them to check. In most cases, the ones added are those

having the smallest number of checkings as indicated in the paren-

theses. The comments were in each case volunteered by the instruc-

tors.

4. Mr. A. J. Klein, Chief, Division of Higher Education, United
States Bureau of Education, states in Problems of College Education, 1

that of seventy-four institutions studied, fifty-six have adopted, or put

into operation experimentally, some form of administrative procedure

to improve the quality of teaching in the college. Increased interest in

this problem is evident throughout the country. Some colleges require

previous teaching experience as a condition of employment ; others re-

quire a certain number of hours of professional education ; and still

others provide college courses, lectures, or forums in professional

education for instructors in service.

5. There is little, if any, class visitation or inspection by college

administrative officers. College instructors are somewhat sensitive on
this proposition, and administrative officers usually avoid any appear-

ance of inspection or supervision of classroom teaching.

6. The problem is not a discouraging one. Progress is being made
in the study of methods in college teaching, but there is need for much
improvement. This study of the technique of methods used and the

comments as given by faculty members on the thirteen problems listed

should be of some value to college instructors, and should suggest an
approach to further work along similar lines.

1Hudelson, Earl. Problems of College Education. Minneapolis: University of Minne-
sota Press, 1928. 449 p.
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